Government Administration and Elections Committee

MEETING AGENDA

Friday, February 15, 2019

10:45 AM IN ROOM 2A OF THE LOB

I. CONVENE MEETING

II. REMARKS BY THE CHAIRS

III. PROPOSED BILLS TO VOTE TO DRAFT

1. Proposed S.B. No. 641 AN ACT CONCERNING REVIEW OF ELECTION LAWS. (GAE)

2. Proposed S.B. No. 645 AN ACT CONCERNING REVIEW AND DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINTS BY THE STATE ELECTIONS ENFORCEMENT COMMISSION. (GAE)

3. Proposed H.B. No. 5110 AN ACT APPLYING THE SECURITY EXEMPTION UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT TO THE CONNECTICUT AIRPORT AUTHORITY. (GAE)

4. Proposed H.B. No. 5418 AN ACT IMPLEMENTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE STATE CONTRACTING STANDARDS BOARD. (GAE)

5. Proposed H.B. No. 5505 AN ACT CONCERNING THE UPDATING OF STATE FORMS AND GENDER IDENTITY. (GAE)

6. Proposed H.B. No. 5709 AN ACT CONCERNING UNCLAIMED CHECKS OF TOWNS AND BOARDS OF EDUCATION. (GAE)

7. Proposed H.B. No. 6048 AN ACT CONCERNING INTEGRITY OF ELECTION DAY REGISTRATION. (GAE)

8. Proposed H.B. No. 6055 AN ACT CONCERNING CERTAIN UPDATES TO ELECTION ADMINISTRATION LAWS. (GAE)
9. **Proposed H.B. No. 6059** AN ACT CONCERNING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES TO ELECTION DAY REGISTRATION. (GAE)

10. **Proposed H.B. No. 6471** AN ACT CONCERNING PRIMARIES FOR MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS HELD IN NOVEMBER. (GAE)

11. **Proposed H.B. No. 6665** AN ACT CONCERNING THE CONSOLIDATION OF THE LEGISLATIVE COMMISSIONS. (GAE)

12. **Proposed H.B. No. 6670** AN ACT CONCERNING STATE-ISSUED DEBIT CARDS. (GAE)

13. **Proposed H.B. No. 6742** AN ACT CONCERNING THE ERADICATION OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND FORCED AND EXPLOITED LABOR IN STATE CONTRACTS. (LAB,GAE)

14. **Proposed H.B. No. 6874** AN ACT CONCERNING THE DIVESTMENT OF STATE FUNDS FROM COMPANIES THAT HOLD PUERTO RICAN DEBT. (GAE)

15. **Proposed S.B. No. 252** AN ACT CONCERNING THE CONNECTICUT FOOD POLICY COUNCIL. (ENV)

16. **Proposed H.B. No. 7087** AN ACT CONCERNING THE REPORTING OF THE TRIENNIAL AUDIT OF STATE CONTRACTING AGENCIES BY THE STATE CONTRACTING STANDARDS BOARD. (GAE)

IV. PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS TO RESERVE FOR SUBJECT MATTER PUBLIC HEARING:

1.) **Proposed H.J. No. 25** RESOLUTION PROPOSING A STATE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT CONCERNING LEGISLATIVE TERM OF OFFICE. (GAE)

V. CONCEPTS TO BE RAISED:

1. AAC AMENDING BY-LAWS OF THE CT TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
2. AAC CONCERNING PRIVACY
3. AAC THE STATE EMPLOYEE CAMPAIGN
4. AAC PRIMARY PETITIONS FOR CANDIDATES FOR STATE LEGISLATIVE OFFICES.
5. AAC ONLINE DATABASE FOR STATE EXPENDITURES
6. AAC DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND SEXUAL HARRASSMENT VICTIMS AND FOIA
7. AAC AUDITORS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
8. AAC TRANSPARENT BUSINESS
9. AAC THE AUTOMATIC DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINTS
10. AAC DARK MONEY AND DISCLOSURE: FOREIGN MONEY AND SOCIAL MEDIA ADS
11. AAC DARK MONEY AND DISCLOSURE: CEP CONSULTANTS AND COORDINATION

12. AAC DARK MONEY AND DISCLOSURE: COORDINATED SPENDERS

13. AAC RESTORING THE CITIZENS' ELECTION PROGRAM

14. AAC ONLINE CONTRIBUTIONS AND CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM

15. AAC AN EXEMPTION FOR HEAD OF THE PARTY CLEARLY IDENTIFIED

16. AAC THE CITIZENS’ ELECTION PROGRAM AND MATCHING FUNDS TO REPLACE THE LOSS OF SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS FOLLOWING CITIZENS UNITED

17. AAC THE PRESERVATION OF HISTORICAL RECORDS AND ACCESS TO RESTRICTED RECORDS IN THE STATE ARCHIVES

18. AAC BALLOT DESIGN

19. AAC ELECTIONS AND SECURITY.

20. AAC MODERN ELECTIONS

21. AAC NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS FOR CIRCULATORS OF NOMINATING AND PRIMARY PETITIONS

22. AAC RANKED VOTING FOR ELECTIONS

23. AAC REGIONALISM FOR ELECTIONS

24. AAC VOTING RIGHTS.

25. AAC BALLOT ACCESS

26. AAC STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL INTERESTS

27. AAC MUNICIPAL ETHICS

28. AAC REVISIONS TO THE STATE CODES OF ETHICS

29. AAC REVISIONS TO CERTAIN ETHICS CODES DEFINITIONS AND GIFT PROVISIONS

30. AAC THE RECOVERY OF ATTORNEYS’ FEES UNDER THE STATE CODE OF ETHICS

31. AAC CONFLICTS OF INTERST

32. AAC STATE MARSHALS STATEMENT OF INCOME

33. AAC VOTER PRIVACY

34. AAC THE INVESTIGATION AND FINAL REPORTS FROM DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

35. RESOLUTION TO AMEND STATE CONSTITUTION TO ALLOW SIXTEEN-YEAR-OLDS TO PRE-REGISTER TO VOTE

36. RESOLUTION TO AMEND STATE CONSTITUTION TO ALLOW EARLY AND NO-EXCUSE ABSENTEE VOTING

VI. ANNOUNCEMENT OF TIME AND DATE OF NEXT MEETING

VII. ADJOURNMENT